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TRAINING FOR TROUBLE:
UM INTERNATIONAL STUDENT STUDIES DISASTER RESPONSE 
By Jean Emery
for University Communications
Gergely Szabo traveled halfway across the world to enroll in The University of Montana 
School of Forestry.
Why UM? The school offered the 26-year-old Hungarian a custom-designed master’s 
degree program focusing on responding to natural and person-caused disasters. In addition,
Missoula abounds with fire-management experts willing to help train him.
Discussing his new field, Szabo draws parallels to Rudyard Kipling’s "The Jungle Book."
In it, when the rain stops and drought sets in, panthers, deer, tigers and buffaloes drink side by side 
from the shrinking river. The head animal declares a "Water Truce, during which it is death to 
kill at the drinking-places."
"I think this story very much shows how catastrophes work," Szabo says. "There is no 
enemy -  no political parties, no boss or servant Everyone’s together." People think, "Let’s just 
solve the problem. I will save your children even though you are my biggest enemy."
After finishing a master’s degree in chemical engineering at Budapest’s Technical University 
in 1991, Szabo worked for a year in an industrial laboratory -  mostly washing his supervisors’ lab 
equipment
Eager to tackle something considerably more challenging, he asked his father, a diplomat
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with the Hungarian Embassy in Washington, D.C., for help finding an American graduate program 
in disaster management
The search led to UM forestry Professor and fire specialist Ron Wakimoto, who calls 
Missoula "the world mecca for fire study." The area is home to the world’s largest fire lab -- the 
U.S. Forest Service’s Intermountain Fire Sciences Laboratory -  and the agency’s large Region I 
fire-management operation.
Wakimoto put together a course of study for Szabo focusing on the Incident Command 
System, an emergency risk-management program the Forest Service developed in the 1980s to 
respond to wildland fires.
That system has become this country’s main response to any natural disaster, such as 
Hurricane Hugo, Wakimoto says.
ICS ensures that the appropriate people — including fire departments, hospital administrators 
and sheriffs -- use the same approach and terminology when tackling disasters. Szabo’s familiarity 
with the system will prepare him well for dealing with disasters worldwide, Wakimoto says.
Szabo’s studies also include courses in forest resource management, soil science, geographic 
information systems, and photogrammetry and remote sensing.
A desire to help people cope with forest fires, earthquakes, floods and chemical spills is just 
one reason Szabo entered his new field. The other is the element of danger.
"I like excitement," he says. "I didn’t find any excitement in the chemistry lab -  well, not
enough."
Last summer, he supplemented his classroom work with field experience that proved far
more exciting — and dangerous — than he’d expected.
He was a volunteer firefighter with the prestigious Lolo Interagency Hotshot Crew, a Lolo
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National Forest group based in Missoula. "I loved it,” he recalls. "It’s really interesting, really 
exhausting" work.
A week into the crew’s assault on a big fire in Idaho, a tree fell on Szabo, cutting his head 
and injuring his arm. "It was OK," he says. "Nothing broken."
Wakimoto puts it another way.
"He was lucky he wasn’t killed," he says. "If the tree had hit him about an inch farther to 
the left, it would have killed him. I don’t know how I would have handled calling his father to tell 
him."
Szabo thinks he’ll be the first person in Eastern Europe with a degree in disaster response. 
He’d like to go back to Hungary this summer, after finishing his degree, and set up a program there 
like the Incident Command System. Although Hungary has few forest fires and only rare 
earthquakes, floods and chemical spills are serious concerns.
Szabo has written to three Hungarian government ministers to offer his services. He 
believes his expertise would greatly benefit his country -  by saving it quite a bit of money, for one 
thing.
His return to Budapest may be delayed if another prospect comes through. After working as 
a volunteer firefighter, he wrote an article about the experience for a United Nations magazine. 
Since then, he’s been talking to representatives of the U.N. Disaster Relief Organization, in Geneva, 
about a possible internship. That group doesn’t include anyone with forest fire experience now, he 
says.
Szabo’s experience on the fire line last summer gave him insight into disasters that no 
amount of classroom or lab work could have -- insight that should prove useful to future employers 




"His experience last summer changed his thought process about emergencies, Wakimoto 
explains. "When you’re a chemist, if you add a certain chemical, you expect a certain change. 
Wildland fire phenomena are highly variable. So he’s realizing that all the answers are not very 
cut and dried, are not easy."
"As you learn more and more, you recognize you know less and less," Szabo modestly 
sums up his expanding knowledge with a laugh.
He expects his future to be exciting. "With all the catastrophes in the world, I will be
busy.”
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